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EMPOWERING YOUTH WITH EMPATHY TO SPRING 

INTO COMPASSIONATE ACTION. 

FIVE STAR REVIEWS! 
“Jelly Beans the Cheetah and Hope is a beautiful book that grew from the author's experience as a Rotary 

Safe Water & Sanitation Volunteer among the Barabaig Tribe in Tanzania, Africa. A tender experience that 
recounts relationships-friends, family, and ties to the animal kingdom-in poetic form. A 

beautifully written book, illustrated by students. A product of selfless compassion and love, 
this book can be used academically or as a good personal read for young and old." Sandra 

Schley, PhD Five Star Amazon Review

"Every once in a while a book comes around that has the potential to not only change the 
way in which we view the world, but also how we view ourselves. Jelly Beans the Cheetah 
and Hope is one of those books. Love, empathy, the idea of a shared humanity, these are 

all messages that need to be taught to children and the adults who spend time with them. I 
absolutely loved reading this book-it is very profound. Read this with your child, start the 
discussion about how important kindness is, let them know they can change the world." 

Zach Klinkenborg, Five Star Target Review

"Jelly Beans the Cheetah and Hope is a wonderful book that will truly inspire. It teaches children about empathy and compassion through 
the story of a cheetah named Jelly Beans. We follow him on his journey from loss and rejection all the way through to redemption and self-

acceptance, all made possible through the power of love. It is a heart- warming book that I highly recommend to all. My daughters love 
this book; they will treasure it for years to come." Dirk Yerrington, Five Star Barnes and Noble Review

SPEECH TOPICS 

Two global partners who endorse 

“Jelly Beans the Cheetah and Hope.” 

Email: SissyMarySue@gmail.com 

Website: www.sissymarysue.org

Linked In: https://www.linkedin.com/in/wendy-muhlhauser-531a8325 

Blog: www.sissymarysue.wordpress.com 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/sissymarysue 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sissymarysuebooks/ 

YouTube: Jelly Beans the Cheetah and Hope  

 Empathy and Shared Humanity. We
are one human FAMILY!

Perseverance and Resilience
 Empowering our Youth with

Empathy
 Empower Workforce-Empathy

Essential
Cheetah Conservation & H20 For Life

Watch her in action giving a speech at TALAHI school: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I55y3VSqlAc 

International inspiration brought through this book: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq9lbVAILs4 
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